Downtown Markham Hotels
Downtown Markham Hotels - Hotels are places which offer temporary paid accommodation. The word "hotel" comes from the
French word hotel, and is initially taken from "hote" which translates to host. This referred to a French version of a townhouse or
any other kind of building which saw visitors often, instead of a place offering accommodation. In the French language, the term
hotel presently has the same meaning as the English term, and "hotel particulier" is used for the old meaning.
Originally the French spelling, complete with the circumflex, was also utilized in English but this is uncommon practice now. The
circumflex replaces the "s" found in the prior hostel spelling. Eventually, the word "hostel" took on a closely related and new
meaning. Grammatically speaking, hotels normally take the definite article - hence "The Astoria Hotel" or "the Astoria."
In days of past, offering basic lodging was what a hotel represented and this could only comprise a room with a bed, a small table
and a washstand and a cupboard. The modern and extravagant facilities these days of course offer air-conditioning or climate
control as well as en-suite bathrooms.
Various additional common features found within hotels comprise a phone, an alarm clock, a mini-bar with snacks and drinks, a
safe, and often a coffee maker. Some hotel rooms are luxurious and could offer bathrobes and slippers, a pillow menu, twin sink
vanities and Jacuzzi bathtubs. Larger hotels might have additional amenities like for instance a fitness center, a pool, a waterslide
or hot tub, social function services, childcare, a business center and conference facilities.
Traditionally, hotel rooms are usually numbered. In some smaller hotels or in smaller B&Bs the rooms might be named.
Occasionally, meals are provided as a part of the accommodation. In the UK, a hotel is legally required to serve food and drinks to
all the guests during certain hours that are stated. Alternatively, within Japan, capsule hotels abound and these unique places
provide a less amount of room space and shared facilities.
Hotels are available in different function, sizes and cost. The major hospitality companies that operate hotels and nearly all hotels
have set particular industry standard to be able to classify hotel types. Among the general categories include the following: Resort
hotels, and Conference hotels, both generally contain full-sized luxury facilities with complete amenities and complete service
accommodations. Historic Inns and Boutique hotels normally have luxury facilities, of varying size in intimate or unique settings.
These kinds of hotels normally have complete service accommodations like Destination Club, Extended Stay, Select Service,
Timeshare and Limited Service.

